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If there is one theme threaded through 
2023, it is growth. 

When we started looking ahead to this 
year, we knew it would challenge us and put 
to the test the work we had done to expand 
Forge and take it on the road.

As a Forge champion, you saw the crucial 
work that needed to be done and why we 
needed to mentor more young conservatives. 
Forge supporters provided record financial 
support in 2022 and 2023!  The Heritage 
Foundation joined you in recognizing that 
more young conservatives needed to be 
introduced to Forge and gave us their largest-
ever Innovation Prize Award to help fuel this 
expansion.

Looking back at the 2023 Summits, I am 
grateful for:

Expanding our Summits into 
Tennessee and hosting TWO 
Summits. This is the launching point for 
these young leaders and a major milestone 
in accelerating their careers and growing 
their networks. 

Inducting not one but TWO 
Forge Mentorship Academies for 

2023-2024. These Academy fellows will 
be connected digitally and reunite in D.C. 
and Israel (God willing) to expand their 
knowledge, deepen their faith, build lasting 
friendships and connections, and be paired 
with a handpicked mentor.

Doubling the number of 
applications for the Forge Summits, 
marking a record-setting year.

Forge’s year of growth didn’t end with the 
Summits. We are committed to ensuring that 
Forge delivers on our mission to accelerate 
student’s careers, deepen their relationship 
with God, and foster friendships and 
mentorships that encourage and uplift them. 

As our network grows to over 630 alumni, 
our desire is to connect and invest in our 
alumni in a way that continues the Forge 
mission into their life post-graduation. One 
of the most impactful ways Forge alumni 
reconnected this year was through our 
second annual Forge alumni reunion. This 
year, over 50 alumni gathered in Boston for a 
weekend of deep conversations, networking, 
and applying founding principles from the 
“City On The Hill.” In total this year, we have 

had 200 alumni engagements, including 
attending Forge events, alumni reunions, 
volunteering, mentoring younger students, 
and giving financially. 

As we come to the end of our year of 
growth and plan for more in 2024, I am 
so grateful for you, our Forge Champions, 
who are raising up the next generation of 
conservative leaders.

AdAm Josefczyk

President & co-founder

forge LeAdershiP network
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    hat conservatives need today is more 
baseball. 

Not just because baseball is a symbol of 
national pride and – let’s face it – nowhere 
does a hotdog taste better than in a hard 
plastic seat overlooking the diamond. We 
need baseball because America’s future 
conservative leadership could learn lessons 
from “America’s pastime.”

100 years ago, America became obsessed 
with baseball. While the nation was speeding 
through the Roaring Twenties, a man named 
Branch Rickey was revolutionizing the way the 
game is played. You may know Rickey as the 
visionary who brought the legendary Jackie 
Robinson to the Dodgers. What few people 
know is that Rickey invented the “farm team” 
system that is used as a talent pipeline by all 
major league teams today. 

Major league teams used to bid on specific 
players from independent minor league 
teams, a process that proved to be expensive 
and ineffective. Not only did it prompt costly 

bidding wars, more crucially there was no 
way to guarantee that these minor league 
teams would produce the kind of talent 

needed by the major leagues. 
Rickey had the solution. By purchasing 

controlling interest in minor league teams, 
his team the St. Louis Cardinals not only 
had their pick of the players, they could also 
finely mold the players and ensure they were 
ready for the big leagues. His plan worked; 
the Cardinals avoided overpaying for players 
through costly bidding wars and the talent of 
the recruits went through the roof. By 1939 
the team owned 32 minor league teams and 
played in seven World Series between 1930 
and 1946.

The farm team system took over the league 
and today all 30 major league teams recruit 
talent directly from their minor league teams. 

So, what do conservatives need to learn 
from baseball? We will never reap what 
we do not sow. We all want principled, 
intelligent, and effective leaders in our 
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“What sets Forge apart 
is that we not only 
equip students with 

the hands-on training 
that they need to be 

excellent in their craft, 
we also introduce them 

to the leaders who 
are 10, 20, or 30 years 
down the road who 

will mentor them with 
practical life lessons.”

Top Left: St. Louis Cardinals in the 1930’s
Bottom Left: Branch Rickey and Jackie Robinson 
when Robinson signed with the Brooklyn Dodgers
Bottom: Branch Rickey
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states and nation. Go to any political science department at any 
university and you will find plenty of young people who want to 
make a difference in the nation. Internships in D.C. and state 
capitals are competitively sought after. We don’t suffer from a 
lack of ambition. 

The problem is that many have a knowledge gap that prevents 
them from getting ahead and those that know how to leverage 
the system often fall prey to that very system, repeating a cycle 
of self-serving leadership. Conservatives need a farm team to 
train, mentor, and launch these young people to be the leaders 
America needs. 

Forge is creating that farm team. Our network of over 630 
alumni represent some of the top young talent in America today. 
Through hands-on training, in-depth mentoring, and career-
accelerating networks, we are forging a leadership pipeline for 
America for years to come. 

What sets Forge apart is that we not only equip students with 
the hands-on training that they need to be excellent in their 
craft, we also introduce them to the leaders who are 10, 20, or 
30 years down the road who will mentor them with practical life 
lessons. 

At the core of all we do is a commitment to character and 
camaraderie. Whenever we ask our alumni what has been most 
personally impactful about their experience with Forge, they say 
it’s the relationships they have made with their mentors and 
fellow alumni.

100 years ago Branch Rickey revolutionized the way the game 
was played. He saw that what baseball really needed was players 
who were trained and equipped to take on the challenge of the 
major leagues. 

Today, conservatives need their own farm teams – a network 
throughout the country of young leaders passionately working in 
their communities, states, and nation to protect American values 
and ensure that our best days are still ahead of us. We have built 
that farm team in our nation’s capital and the Midwest, and now 
in our year of growth we have started to branch out to create a 
farm team in the Southeast. Our states will reap the reward of 
this investment for years to come.
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Images and  historical information courtesy of:

www.wsj.com/articles/book-
review-rickey-robinson-by-roger-kahn-1411156628

www.mlb.com/news/1930-world-series-recap
www.invention.si.edu/branch-rickey-baseball-innovator
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A few Nashville Summit attendees pose with Tennessee Governor Bill Lee following his address to the students. 
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Music City is famous for launching the careers of some of the 
most notable names in the music industry. 

Hank Williams sang about “this town that’s made of dreams” for 
good reason -- Nashville is the epicenter of country music’s ethos. But 
the dreams of those who move to Music City are often crushed in the 
harsh reality of being drowned out amidst the competition. 

The experience of these hopeful stars is not unlike many young 
conservatives who dream of making our country a better place, only 
to confront obstacles that seem insurmountable. That’s why Forge is 
committed to training and equipping these aspiring young leaders 
and providing them with a pathway to accelerated success.

This summer, Nashville met a new group of young stars who have a 
different dream: to promote and protect American values.

Over the last nine years, Forge has refined the Forge Summit 
curriculum and structure and tested its long-term success amongst 
the alumni. This year it was time to take this hands-on training on 
the road in a brand new region so that Forge can start building farm 
teams and talent pipelines in more states throughout the country.

This summer marked the first time that Forge held not one, but 
TWO Forge Leadership Summits. 

Over 50 young conservative leaders attended the Nashville Summit 
for five days of hands-on training including media training from 
District Media Group, a campaign simulation with our friends at 
American Majority, and a full legislative simulation where they wrote 
their own legislation, took it through committee, and presented it to At the Summit, attendees hone their media communication 

skills with workshops from District Media Group 



 

THE ROAD TO
NASHVILLE
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The process of choosing a location for the first 
expansion Forge Leadership Summit posed a 

new challenge for the Forge team. 

the Forge legislature.
True to its reputation for southern hospitality, 

Tennessee welcomed Forge warmly. The prospect of 
planning and executing a Summit away from Forge’s 
home base posed many challenges, all of which were 
overcome by supporters who championed Forge’s 
presence in the Southeast. 

Nowhere was the welcome more resounding than 
from the Governor’s office. Governor Bill Lee spoke 
to the students about faith and public life, offering an 
encouraging example of servant leadership. 

One student, Bridget M. attended the Forge 
Summit in Nashville and said, “I had a life changing 
experience at Forge; I witnessed incredible virtue, 
received mentorship, learned practical skills, and 
was challenged as a student, Christian, and servant 

leader.”  
What Bridget found at Forge is what many of our 

supporters, alumni, and students find: hope. “Most 
importantly, the Summit gave me hope for the future. 
There ARE ways to love Christ and work in the political 
sphere, and there are incredible, capable people 
fighting the good fight. My peers and I hope to carry 
on the torch!”

Bridget and almost 30 other top attendees from the 
Nashville Summit have now entered one of two Forge 
Academy classes this year. These Academy fellows will 
be connected digitally and reunite in D.C. and Israel 
(Lord willing) to expand their knowledge, deepen 
their faith, build lasting friendships and connections, 
and be paired with a handpicked mentor.

As Forge expands and builds new farm teams 
throughout different regions in the United States, 
the presence that exists in the Midwest and now the 
growing presence in the Southeast will continue to 
grow, which will strengthen key states year after year.

Forge is so grateful for our champions’ partnership 
to raise up the next generation of faithful conservative 
leaders together. 

“I had a life changing 
experience at Forge; I 

witnessed incredible virtue, 
received mentorship, learned 

practical skills, and was 
challenged as a student, 
Christian, and servant 

leader.”

Finding Good Soil
It wasn’t just the southern hospitality, 

spicy fried chicken, or world-class music 
that stood out about Nashville. As Forge creates 

a hub for the Southeast, it was crucial to help 
find a location that would nurture the 

Forge mission and directly benefit 
from a farm team of equipped 

and capable young 
conservatives who are 

ready to serve. 
Local Champions

By far one of the most impactful 
factors in Forge’s Nashville Summit 

was the several deeply invested and 
passionate Forge champions who 

went to great efforts to help 
spread the word, find 

local support, and 
provide logistical 

and practical help 
as “boots on the 

ground.” 

It’s the Little Things
Sometimes it all comes down to 

the fine details. Accessible to the 
broader Southeast region, Nashville 
was a central location for many of 

our attendees, and a large airport 
hub made for easy travel for 

those coming from farther 
away. Nashville serves as 

an exciting and vibrant 
backdrop for a week 

that lives up to its 
location.
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DOUBLING
THE TEAM



n the world of baseball, the farm system 
is a crucial element of success. It is where 
young players are nurtured and developed, 
preparing them for the rigors of major 
league competition. Similarly, the Forge 
Leadership Academy is playing a vital role 
in the conservative movement, providing 
essential training and mentorship to aspiring 
young leaders. 

Significantly expanding its efforts to 
cultivate and mentor promising young 
conservatives, the Forge Leadership Academy 
has doubled in size for the 2023-2024 
Academy year. Instead of the single class of 
students that has been the norm in previous 
years, the Academy will now support two 
concurrent classes, enabling Forge to reach 
and train a wider pool of talented individuals 
to create farm teams in more regions. 

The Forge Leadership Academy provides 
participants with a unique blend of intellectual 
formation, practical skills development, and 
networking opportunities. Over the course 
of the year, participants will meet virtually 
with experts in various fields, work through 
the Forge Leadership Network’s civil society 
curriculum, and travel to Washington, D.C., 
for an immersive experience. Additionally, 

each participant is paired with a hand-picked 
mentor who provides guidance and support 
to help accelerate participants’ careers and 
offer practical wisdom in their chosen field.

The Academy classes began their year 
together at the Forge Leadership Summits in 
Nashville and Columbus and the Academies 
were launched in August. 

Jacob Kersey, who currently serves as the 
Operations Coordinator for Family Research 
Council Action in Washington, D.C. attended 

the Nashville Summit and is now a member 
of the Nashville Academy. “After attending 
the Summit in Nashville,” Jacob said, “I was 
impressed by the caliber of Forge attendees, 
the value of the curriculum taught, and 
the relevance of the conversations being 
held.” Jacob’s experience at the Summit 
convinced him to join the Academy, “In 
addition to a desire to remain connected 
to the spectacular network of Forge alumni, 
I wanted to continue to grow in knowledge 
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Jacob Kersey with his winning Campaign-In-A-Day teammates during the 2023 
Nashville Forge Leadership Summit 

Libby Krieder speaking on the House Floor at the Ohio Statehouse during the 2023 
Columbus Forge Leadership Summit

During the Summit, attendees 
participate in networking opportunities.
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and sharpen skills necessary to serve in the 
Christian conservative movement.”

Another Academy Fellow, Libby Krieger, 
was drawn to the Academy’s emphasis 
on both philosophical understanding and 
practical skills. She notes that the Academy 
has helped her to develop relationships with 
like-minded individuals across the country 
and has provided her with the tools to be a 
more effective “servant of the Kingdom.”

“The Forge Academy reconciles the need 
for young leaders to grow in not only our 
philosophical understanding of the issues of 
our age but also the practical skills — time 

management, networking, etc. —to make us 
truly excellent,” Libby said. “I look forward to 
seeing how the program develops me both 
personally and professionally to make me a 
more effective servant of the Kingdom.”

The Forge Leadership Academy’s 
expansion is a testament to the program’s 
success and the growing need for well-
trained and principled conservative leaders. 
The 2023-2024 Academies will graduate in 
July and join a network of over 250 Academy 
graduates who are engaged in significant 
work across the country and in the nation’s 
capital. 
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“The Forge Academy 
reconciles the need 
for young leaders 

to grow in not only 
our philosophical 

understanding of the 
issues of our age but 

also the practical skills to 
make us truly excellent.”



Dr. Kevin Roberts, 
President of The Heritage 

Foundation presents 
the Innovation Prize to 
Forge President Adam 

Josefczyk and Forge Board 
Chairman Jonathan 

Jakubowski



HIS FAITHFULNESS IS MY QUALIFICATION
Emma Blair
2020-2021 Academy

Unless someone had experienced a 
religious conversion, I never believed anyone 
who said they had a life changing experience; 
then I went to Forge.

My Forge story began in February of 2020 
in Washington D.C. with a simple question: 
If you lived in the late 1780s, would you 
have been a Federalist or an Anti-Federalist? 
Little did I know Jonathan Jakubowski, the 
gentleman asking me this question, was the 
Forge Board Chairman. My answer must 
have sufficed because when I finished talking 
he said he disagreed with me, but I should 
go to the Forge Leadership Summit.

Although flattered, I was not going to apply 

and I thought I had a good list of reasons. At 
19, I was young and completely unqualified. 
Policy was a fun hobby for me, but I knew 
almost nothing about state politics. Finally, 
I did not want to pursue the political realm 
because frankly, I was afraid the glamor of 
politics would overcome my love for the Lord. 

My fear triumphed and although I had 
completed most of the application, I did 
not submit it. When I went back to Grand 
Canyon University in Phoenix, Arizona, I had 
a random conversation with my RA about 
her Israel trip. My RA was Megan Rodgers 
who, unbeknownst to me at the time, was a 
Forge Class of 2019 alumnus who had gone 
to Israel through Forge the summer prior. 
Within a month, I heard of Forge twice from 
two different sides of the country. I believe 

God speaks to us and this message was clear: 
“go to the Forge Leadership Summit.”

I listened and it was life changing. God 
answered immediately and provided 
opportunities to continue walking in 
obedience. His immediate answer came 
through Adam Josefczyk’s presentation on the 
seven principles young Christians can learn 
from William Wilberforce when entering 
the public square. Even though Adam did 
not realize it, he was vocalizing all my fears, 
but countered each with the example of 
Wilberforce who became a follower of Christ 
while in Parliament and continued to walk 
faithfully with the Lord the rest of his 55-year 
career. 

Christians are not only able but are called 
to engage through our words and our 
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example advocating for counter cultural policies, loving our enemies 
-- even our political ones -- living above reproach, and planting our 
vineyards and building our homes.

The Lord had answered my doubts, but I was still young and 
unqualified, lacking a practical skill set to navigate this new sphere. The 
Lord knew this and so did Forge. Friends and mentors through Forge 
and partnering organizations took the time to invest in me or point me 
to other opportunities where I was able to work, intern, or volunteer in 
advocacy, campaigns, development, government relations, outreach, 
journalism, policy, and research. I tried everything Forge and their 
partnering organizations provided. Some of them I loved and others I 
knew were not for me long-term. 

Through the Lord continuing to open doors and being faithful to 
nudge (or push) me through them, only three years later, almost 
to the date, I am now the Majority Staff Education Policy Advisor in 
the Arizona State Senate. Arizona is the first state to passed universal 
education savings accounts and is ranked number one in school choice 
in the nation. 

Once again, I am young and unqualified by resume standards. 
However, through my experience with Forge, I know I have no need 
to be afraid because the Lord has gone before me. Forge has not 
only been life changing, but faith transforming. His command and His 
instructions are my qualifications. 

He desires obedience, not a resume. In His faithfulness, He has 
provided friends to pray for me, mentors to encourage me, and most 
importantly constant reminders that it’s not about me. I serve a God 
who changes times and seasons; removes and sets up kings; gives 
wisdom to the wise and knowledge to those who have understanding. 
Soli Deo Gloria.

Emma and members of the 2020-2021 Academy met with 
newly elected Speaker of the House, Mike Johnson, during 

Forge D.C.

Emma being sworn in to the Forge legislature during the 2020 Forge Leadership Summit.
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SHAPING TOMORROW 
FORGE LEADERSHIP NETWORK RECEPTIONS

Spread The Word
At Forge Receptions, you’ll meet Forge alumni, hear 
from Forge staff, and be encouraged in the direction of 
our nation and the passion Forge alumni bring to our 
communities, states, and nation. We have designed Forge 

Receptions to be an evening where friends can 
celebrate their shared passion 

for our nation.

Each Forge Reception is planned with the hosts and 
tailored to their vision for the event. Whether it’s a dinner, 
a dessert reception, or a structured schedule of speakers, 
Forge Receptions are a great way to spread the word and 
tell people more about the work Forge is doing to train, 
equip, and mentor the next generation of conservative 
leaders in the public square and the marketplace. 



Become A Host
Forge Receptions are an opportunity for individuals 
like you, who are championing the next generation of 
conservative leaders, to expand the Forge network and 
introduce your friends to the farm team system that is 
ensuring America’s best days are still ahead. 

As a host, you’ll have the opportunity  to invite your friends 
and colleagues to a special reception where they can learn 

about the incredible work Forge does and how they can 
be a part of this movement. 

To learn more about becoming a host, contact 
Laura Martin at Laura@ForgeLeadership.org







forgeleadership.org l info@forgeleadership.org
@ForgeLeadership


